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The serpent, an extinct musical instrument, was impor-

tant to the development of contemporary low brass. Its

characteristics, performance problems, and literature give

insight into its development as well as reasons for its

ultimate demise and replacement with technically more advanced

instruments.

The serpent was employed variously during its existence.

In the seventeenth century it was used to accompany plainsong

in the church, but eventually its ecclesiastical usage was

discontinued as the instrument found a new place in eighteenth-

century orchestras and military bands. During its existence

in instrumental ensembles it functioned as either a woodwind

or brass instrument, appearing in lieu of the contrabassoon

for the former and as a predecessor of the tuba and bass

trombone in the latter.

In the nineteenth century, the appearance of the ophi-

cleide with its superior tone and intonation caused the

extinction of the serpent.



Tape recordings of all performances submitted as

dissertation requirements are on deposition in the North

Texas State University Library.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND

From the late sixteenth century through most of the

nineteenth century, wind instruments having an "S" shaped

curve and a cupped mouthpiece were known as serpents. The

instrument derived its name from the reptile whose coils it

resembles. Ever so recently as 1969 Willi Apel exercised

lexicographical levity by calling it "a draining pipe

suffering from intestinal disorder."' The serpent was first

created in France in 1590 by Canon Edne Guillaume of Auxerre

as the bass member of the cornett family, although it

probably never appeared in a consort as such. Its primary

function until the mid-eighteenth century was to accompany

plainsong in the Catholic Church and for the next 150 years

it served as the foundation of military and ecclesiastical

wind bands throughout Italy, France, England, and to a lesser

degree, Germany.

In the first half of its existence, its popularity was

greatest in England and France. The instrument probably

migrated to England from France during the Restoration and

lWilli Apel, "Cornet," Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd

ed., edited by Willi Apel (Cambridge, 1969), p. 206.
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appeared in churches where organs had been destroyed during

the Commonwealth.2 In Syntagma Musicum (1619) Praetorius did

not discuss the serpent, which indicates that the instrument

did not appear in Germany until after the first quarter of

the seventeenth century.

As a church instrument the serpent almost equalled the

organ in importance. Other instruments such as the violin and

the trumpet appeared only on special occasions while every

service employed the serpent. In addition to its use in the

church, the serpent was utilized in secular activities.

Because of this the serpentists, who were usually priests,

could earn an excellent living wage. In 1606 the serpentist

at Notre Dame des Doms Avignon received twenty ecus (sixty

livres) annually for playing every Sunday and certain other

festivals.3 The following list of monthly wages for other

seventeenth-century church musicians in Paris makes clear how

high, comparatively, the serpentist's salary was.4 (See

Table I.)

Throughout its existence the serpent functioned in many

important areas. As a church instrument it was held in very

high esteem because its ability to mix with voices exceeded

2Pattee Edward Evenson, "A History of Brass Instruments,
Their Usage, Music and Performance Practices in Ensembles
During the Baroque Era," unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California,
1960, p. 78.

3J. Westrup, "Side Lights on the Serpent," Musical Times,

LXVIII (July, 1927)., 635.

4 Ibid.
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TABLE I

SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY ANNUAL CHURCH WAGES

Position Year Wage

Haute-contre
St. Agricol 1623 20 ecus
Notre Dame 1623 36 ecus

Basse-contre
St. Siffrein 1643 12 ecus

Maitre de Chapelle /
Notre Dame 1597 24 ecus
St. Agricol 1643 24 6cus
St. Siffrein 1639 12 ecus

Maitre de Grammaire
Notre Dame 1629 12 ecus

Organist
Notre Dame 1601 12 ecus
Notre Dame 1602 14.4 ecus
Notre Dame 1610 24 4cus
Notre Dame 1612 36 4cus

even the organ.5  It was able to blend perfectly with men's

voices at the expense of its own individual timbre .6  Canon

Edne Guillaume of Auxerre, the instrument's creator, claimed

that "the instrument gave a fresh zest to Gregorian Plain-

song." The instrument's wide dynamic range was lauded by

Marin Mersenne, who discussed its ability "to accompany as

5R. Morley-Pegge, "Serpent," Grove's Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, Vol. VII, edited by Eric Blom (London, 1954).

6L. Morton, "Los Angeles Letter," Counterpoint, XVII

(August, 1952), 31.

7 Morley-Pegge, "Serpent," p. 715.
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many as twenty of the most powerful singers and yet play the

softest chamber music with the most delicate grace notes."8

As previously stated, the serpent played an important

role in the development of military music. Reasons for its

effect on this genre were the instrument's power of pro-

jection (necessary for outdoor use), simplicity of design,

and its militaristic image stemming from its large size and

unique shape. In any case, near the end of the eighteenth

century, when it became primarily a military instrument, more

attention was accorded to bringing it in line with the

improvements of other instruments.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the serpent

appeared in orchestras as the bass instrument of the wind

family. It possessed more power than the bassoons and more

flexibility than the bass trombone.9  Composers looking for

a more agile bass instrument whose sound projected well used

the serpent. At this time the bass trombone was inadequate

because of its ponderous tone and lack of agility. Poor

metallurgy caused the former while the slide extension,

necessary for reaching the outer positions, caused the latter.

Thus the serpent was used, not for its quality of sound, but

primarily for its quantity of power in the low range.1 0

8Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universal--Books on Instruments,
translated by Roger E. Chapman (Hague, 1957), p. 345.

9Adam Carse, History of Orchestration (New York, 1925),
p. 216.

1 0Adam Carse, The Orchestra from Beethoven to Berlioz
(New York, 1949), p. 34.

S SS



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION

The serpent ranged in size from six to eight feet long.

Most were fabricated out of wood, primarily walnut, base, or

box. However, a small number of brass or other metal ver-

sions did exist. Whichever material was used, the entire

body was covered in leather. The mouthpiece resembled that

of a modern bass trombone and was attached to the body of

the instrument by a metal crook similar to that of an English

horn.

The serpent differs from modern brass in the way it

derives its scale, employing fingerholes in the body of the

instrument rather than valves or a slide. Keys were added

in the late eighteenth century to improve the intonation for

certain notes. One key was added above the uppermost finger-

hole on the front of the instrument and was controlled by

the first finger of the left hand to produce B natural. An

F sharp key, controlled by the right first finger, was

placed between the two groups of fingerholes. And last, a

C sharp key, placed on the back of the instrument, was

operated by the little finger of the right hand. (See

Figure 1.)

Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments (London, 1939),
p. 268.

5
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The serpent differed from its relative, the cornett, by

possessing a more pronounced conical bore, thinner walls (as

thin as one-quarter inch), and no thumb hole. The flare of

its bore ranged from one-half inch at its upper crook to

four and one-half inches at its bell. At no point in its

structure did the bore remain constant or cylindrical, as in

modern brass instruments.

Although extremely rare, the contrabass serpent did

exist. An instrument of this type was displayed at the London

Exhibition of 1851.2 The instrument was fifteen feet, seven

inches long with a bell flare of seven and one-half inches,

and was called an anaconda.

The mouthpiece of the serpent resembled a modern brass

mouthpiece but possessed a rather sharp narrow rim and a very

small throat. (See Figure 2.) Until the serpent appeared in

military bands as a marching instrument, the predominant

material for the mouthpiece was ivory. But upon moving out-

doors, metal replaced the fragile ivory. Marching also

necessitated a mouthpiece with a wider rim for the comfort

and accuracy of the players.

During its period of popularity two types of serpents

prevailed, one French and the other English. The French con-

structed their model by burrowing out the bore horizontally

(like a canoe) in two halves and gluing them together, while

the English would cut fairly short overlapping half sections,

2 Carse, Wind Instruments, p. 274.
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dig out the bore, glue the half sections together, and then

connect the overlapping sections. The design of the French

serpent was not as symmetrical as that of the English one and

did not include external connecting posts between each of the

3
three upper folds as did the English model. (See Figure 1.)

The coils of the English serpent were closer together than

those of the French, and the bell on the English version also

projected in a forward direction for use during battle.4

Descriptions of its tone quality varied greatly. Its

timbre did not resemble that of any modern brass or woodwind

5
instrument. Charles Burney, after hearing a serpent at the

Antwerp Cathedral, reported that "The serpent is not only

overblown and detestably out of tune, but exactly resembling

in tone that of a great hungry, or rather angry Essex calf."6

Hector Berlioz, in his treatise on instruments, stated

that

The essentially barbaric timbre of this instrument would
have been far more appropriate to the ceremonies of the
bloody cult of the Druids than to those of the Catholic
religion. There is only one exception to be made--the

3Alan G. Moore, "Playing the Serpent," Early Music, III
(January, 1957), 21.

4Anthony Baines, editor, Musical Instruments Through the
Ages (London, 1961), p. 303.

5 Carse, Wind Instruments, p. 268.

6 Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in Germany,
Netherlands and United Provinces, 2nd ed.(London,1775),
cited in Evenson, p. 80.
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case in which the serpent is employed in the Masses for
the Dead, to reinforce the terrible plainsong of the
Dies Irae. Then, no doubt, its cold and abominable
howling is in place.7

Its dry and somewhat choked tone lacked the ring of

modern brass. Quality of sound varied between different

instruments as well as in different ranges of the same instru-

ment. The resonance and consistency of sound in the low

register exceeded that of the middle and upper registers. In

addition, the tone would remain more stable at soft or moder-

ate volume levels than at a level of loudness beyond its

capabilities where an uncontrollable squawking might occur.8

An accomplished serpentist had to overcome many per-

formance problems inherent to the instrument. The grip, held

vertically in front of the player with both hands placed on

top of the tubes, proved both awkward and uncomfortable.

This grip was similar to that of the cornett's in accordance

with any simple six hole system which would open progressively

from the third finger of the right hand to the first finger

of the left hand for the ascending scale. Under the great

strain caused by the weight of the instrument, the wrists

9 -
tired quickly. Abbe Lunel, a celebrated serpentist at Notre

Dame in Paris from 1772 until after 1790, inaugurated a

7Hector Berlioz,, Traite' d'Instrumentation et d'Orches-

tration (Paris, n.d.), p. 230.

8Moore, "Playing the Serpent," p. 23.

9Frank Farrington, "Dissection of a Serpent," Galpin
Society Journal, XXII (March, 1969), 84.
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method of holding the instrument diagonally with the second

fold lying over the forearm. The metal connectors between

the folds did not allow the English players to adopt this

grip. This new French grip permitted the performers to

support the weight of the instrument in a more comfortable

manner. However, the inverted right hand necessitated

reversing the fingering arrangement. Eventually the English

adopted a similar grip, but with both hands located under the

tube and the instrument held horizontally. This English grip

facilitated marching by removing the large cumbersome instru-

ment from between the legs. 1 0

1 0R. Morley-Pegge, "Serpent," Grove's Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, Vol. VII, edited by Eric Blom (London, 1954).



CHAPTER III

PERFORMANCE PRACTICES AND PROBLEMS

The fingering patterns of the serpent begin with all

holes closed. This produces a C harmonic series with a

fundamental two octaves below middle c. Depending on the

player, the upper range could ascend one octave above middle

c, giving the instrument approximately a three octave range.

The following chart exemplifies regular fingering pat-

terns.

Fingers Down (from the bottom)
6
5
4

Note Produced
C
D
E

3
2

F
G
A

0
6

B
C(Octave)

Fig. 3--Regular fingering patterns

French fingering charts always displayed the notes of

the serpent one whole tone higher than the actual pitch. For

example, D was written to produce the concert sound C. This

occurred because French eighteenth-century churches tuned one

whole tone below the standard pitch. Berlioz and other

12

R.H.

L.H.
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French writers therefore considered the instrument to be

pitched in B flat.'

Producing chromatics necessitated the technique of half-

holing, forked-fingering, or embouchure change, the most

common practice. Variance in embouchure tension could alter

the pitch as much as a fourth in either direction. As a

result, fingering charts acted only as a guide. Each serpent

required a fingering pattern indigenous to itself and depend-

dent on the skill of the performer.2 (See Figures 4, 5, 6.)

Figure 4 shows the fingering patterns for the French B-

flat serpent, Figure 5 illustrates the fingering patterns for

the serpent in concert pitch, arid Figure 6 represents what I

have found to be the patterns for my instrument. Note that

the fingering patterns for all the concert pitches represented

by the B-flat and concert pitch charts (Figures 4 and 5) are

exactly the same. There are two alterations from the norm

noted in Figure 6. There are the EE (an octave plus a sixth

below middle c) and d (one whole step above middle c). These

fingering alterations were necessitated by the instrument's

inability to produce these notes in relatively good tone (in

relation to the entire instrument) and intonation.

lAdam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments (London, 1939),
p. 268.

2Alan G. Moore, "Playing the Serpent," Early Music, III
(January, 1957) , 24.
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It should be noted at this point that a reasonably

workable F and E (in the octave below middle c) have not been

found on this instrument. The fingering patterns used to

produce these notes are those illustrated on the fingering

chart but only because none better have been discovered.

The half steps of concert 13 natural to C and F sharp to

G located between the octave below middle c to middle c are

performed utilizing the same fingering pattern. This necessi-

tates an embouchure change to regulate the notes between the

harmonic series built on B natural and C. The problem which

this presents will be discussed in greater depth in succeed-

ing pages.

Articulation is effected in a manner similar to that

used in modern wind instrument performance. Mersenne sug-

gested that it could be accomplished in three or four ways.

The first and easiest, called coulante or muette, produced a

tone using only wind, as does a pipe organ. The second

employed the use of the tongue and lips in producing the

syllables ta ta ra ra ra ra ra ra. This was used when

descending or ascending a full octave. The third method

utilized only the tongue and served all notes except eighth

notes, for which method two would be used. The fourth used

only the lips, but, Mersenne cautions "for each blow no more

than two notes should be produced.,"3

3 Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universal--Books on Instruments,

translated by Roger E. Chapman (Hague, 1957), p. 345.
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Italian writers also discussed tonguing on cupped mouth-

piece instruments. Artusi, in 11 Vero Modo Fontegara (Venice,

1585), proposed three types of tonguing.

1. Palate tonguing--Using this technique the tongue

strikes the palate as in the syllable ler, producing a soft

sweet tone. Two variations of this type existed:

a. der ler for attacks of medium strength,

b. ter ler for hard attacks.

2. Dental tonguing--This type of articulation called on

the tongue to strike the lower part of the upper teeth.

Employing the syllable tere, this technique adapted well to

rapid passages.

3. The last technique required that the tongue be

placed on the palate near the teeth and employed a combina-

tion of the syllables te che. This produced an effect

similar to modern double tonguing.4

The mouthpiece and serpentist's embouchure resemble

those in modern use, but lighter lip pressure and greater

control of pitch selection are essential. A major source of

pitch problems appears to be the mouthpiece which, as men-

tioned previously, possesses a narrow rim and deep cup. The

deep cup produces a dark mellow sound, a positive attribute,

but the narrow rim creates problems in control. Mouthpieces

with thin rim contours produce greater flexibility (the

4 Mary Rasmussen, "On Modern Performance of Parts
Originally Written for the Cornett," Brass Quarterly, I
(September, 1957) , 25.
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capacity of the performer to move from note to note easily),

but flexibility taken to an extreme, as in the serpent's

mouthpiece, produces great inaccuracy in pitch. The serpent

requires of its practitioners the ability to play melodies

with the mouthpiece alone in order to gain better control of

the instrument. The selection of pitches depends more on

the embouchure than the length of tube or overtone series.
5

Acoustically the serpent is a rather unsophisticated

instrument which is difficult to master. The same pitch can

be produced with different finger combinations, while, on the

other hand, an entire scale can be played with no finger

movement at all.6 The serpent has two major acoustical

faults: (1) the tone holes are too small for the dimensions

of the tube; and (2) in order for the tone holes to be placed

close enough for the performer to cover them, proportions for

proper intonation cannot be maintained.7

The small tone holes cause two problems. The first is

the disintegration of tone resulting from an increasingly

smaller area for air to escape as the tone holes open towards

the mouthpiece. And the second is that harsh blowing can

cause the four-inch opening at the end of the tube to easily

5 Moore, "Playing the Serpent," p. 23.

6Erik Halfpenny, "Playing the Serpent," Symphony (April,
1952), p. 9.

7 Carse, Wind Instruments, p. 270.
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overrule the small tone holes.8 The performer controls these

weaknesses in the best manner he can.

The greatest problem the instrument poses to its prac-

titioners is intonation. The wide conical spread of the

interior along with the thin rim contour of the mouthpiece

causes this instability of pitch center. The instrument also

lacks a pronounced bell flare which would aid the performer

in centering the partials of the harmonic series. Without

this flare., the response peaks or focal points of the harmonic

series are weak and somewhat vague.

The first foreign sensation that a modern brass player

encounters, when attempting to play this instrument for the

first time, is the lack of a tonal center. Modern brass

instruments are designed to produce well-defined tonal peaks

or focal points at every note of the harmonic series, regard-

less of the length of tube. These modern instruments will

tolerate very little embouchure deviation before changing to

another note in the harmonic series. The serpent, however,

does not have these response peaks. A trained performer

would be able to locate the proper overtone he wishes to play

but the lack of a tonal center can produce a wide variance in

pitch. For example, as noted previously, B natural and C are

fingered with the same pattern. Either harmonic series can

be called into play with this fingering. The same partial in

either series can be produced with only the slightest

8Halfpenny, "Playing the Serpent," p. 9.
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embouchure change. Therefore, a performer having to begin a

composition on this instrument without relating his pitch to

a fixed pitch might begin a half-step or more away from the

proper pitch. This is a plight similar to that encountered

by singers who generally need to have the proper pitch estab-

lished for them.

The aforementioned problem was not apparent in its

ecclesiastical usage. Little was required of the serpent

beyond the capacity to produce a limited number of sustained

sounds. In this setting, tuning with other instruments and

intonation within its own scale were not critical; the voices

received their pitches from the serpent and adapted to them.

As it appeared in military bands and orchestras, its

intonation problems became more evident. A tuning crook,

added to aid its general pitch with other instruments,

corrected some deficiencies, but improvements in its own

scale never materialized.

A number of ornaments were possible on the serpent;

Francoeur-Choron (1772-1813), a late eighteenth-century

French writer, publisher, composer, scholar, and pedagogue,

classified them as "(a) easy and brilliant, (b) shakes made

with the lips [lip trills] (very difficult), and (c) those

which were just possible but not effective."9

Although some trills appear possible, their use was

excluded until cadences. With the likelihood of the same

9Carse, Wind Instruments, p. 272.
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fingering pattern being applied to two neighboring tones, the

use of trills runs counter to the nature of the instrument.

Mordents and gruppos seem more practical.

Performing on the serpent requires a less forceful air

column than modern brass techniques necessitate. The greatest

success in controlling intonation and timbre throughout its

range is achieved by utilizing moderate air pressure (roughly

equal to a modern performance at mp or mf).

This instrument is not naturally blessed with a homoge-

neous timbre throughout its range. Modern brass design and

technology allow the contemporary brass performer to take

this aspect of his technique almost for granted. The ser-

pentist, with great concentration and practice, can achieve

only a limited control of this problem.

Fingering and pitch determination are other problems

encountered by modern brass performers on this instrument.

The fingerholes are rather large and somewhat far apart. A

person with moderate-sized hands and fingers would find the

spread between fingerholes uncomfortable and the holes diffi-

cult to cover. The hands stretched in the palms downward

position, which is required to hold the instrument, is quite

taxing and uncomfortable.

The techniques of half-holing and forked-fingering are

not very effective in producing chromatic alterations.

Although these techniques may produce the desired pitch they

adversely affect the tone quality. In addition to the
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fingering alterations, many embouchure changes, some of major

proportion, are necessitated by this instrument. In some

cases the true note is almost not achievable. For example,

using a normal embouchure, the fingering for F natural (a

fifth below middle c) produces a sharp F sharp. This

requires the embouchure to be relaxed to such a degree that

the note may not consistently respond. Experimentation has

produced no pattern which is any more successful in achieving

this pitch.

The E and D directly below this F share a somewhat

similar problem. Although intonation is not a major con-

sideration with these notes, they do have a poor quality of

sound and response is not always consistent.

These problems are caused by the small venting holes;

the large four-inch opening at the end of the tube tends to

overrule the smaller holes, causing what, in effect, would

sound like a leak.

Many of the problems encountered in performing on the

serpent are a direct result of a contemporary player,

accustomed to modern instruments, adapting modern skills to

an antique instrument. Because most of these problems are,

to some degree, correctable, they were probably not thought

of as problems when this instrument was popular. Rather they

were just normal technical challenges for aspiring players.



CHAPTER IV

LITERATURE

In the early nineteenth-century orchestras, double bas-

soons were not prevalent. When Haydn's Creation was performed

on a grand scale at the Paris Opera in 1800, four serpents

played the double bassoon parts, just as they probably ren-

dered most of Haydn's and Beethoven's double bassoon parts.

During this period any German reference to double bassoons

actually meant either a serpent or a Russian bassoon. (The

Russian bassoon was a cupped-mouthpiece instrument like the

serpent but was folded on itself rather than curled.) 2

Many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century compositions

included the serpent in their orchestration. Handel scored

for serpent in the Water Music of 1717 and the Fireworks

Music of 1794, although in later revisions he removed them

from both scores and replaced them with bassoons. In Haydn's

Six Field Marches for Military Band, numbers two, three, and

five were written for the classical octet (pairs of oboes,

clarinets, horns, and bassoons). However, the scoring for

the other three required serpent, two oboes, two horns, and

'Adam Carse, The Orchestra from Beethoven to Berlioz
(New York, 1949), p. 36.

21bid*
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three bassoons. At times the serpent parts were performed by

a contrabassoon, but because this instrument sounds an octave

below the written pitch, the bass line was distorted. 3 A

sampling of other works scored with the serpent includes the

Meeresstille und Gluckliche Fahrt Overture (Calm Sea and

Prosperous Voyage Overture, 1828), the Reformation Symphony

(1830),, and the oratorio Paulus (St. Paul, 1831), by Mendels-

sohn; Masaniello (1827) by Carafa; Rienzi (1842) by Wagner;

Military March, op. 144 (1816) by Beethoven; and Les Vepres

Siciliennes (1844) by Verdi.

Although the serpent's main use, for most of its existence,

was that of a supporting instrument in the church, there

exists no literature from this period to examine. No part was

scored for the instrument because it only accompanied an

existing vocal line. Therefore the following brief survey deals

only with those parts specifically written for the serpent.

In Haydn's Three English Military Marches (Hoboken VIII

1, 2, 3) of 1794, the orchestration calls for trumpet, two

horns, two clarinets, two bassoons, serpent, and drums. Num-

bers one and three are in the key of E flat and use E flat

trumpet, E flat horns, and B flat clarinets. Number two,

keyed in C, uses C trumpet, C horns, and C clarinets. The

range of the serpent part extends an interval of a seventeenth

beginning two octaves below middle c to the d one step above

it and concert pitch (not the French B flat) scoring is

utilized. (See Figure 7.)

3L. Morton, "Los Angeles Letter," Counterpoint, XVII
(August, 1952), 33.
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The serpent is used as a bass harmonic instrument func-

tioning as both the foundation of the entire ensemble and,

depending on the section, as a member of the brass or wood-

wind family, mostly doubling the low horn. Minimal technical

problems present themselves in these pieces. Repeated-note

figures prevail throughout the three marches with the rhythms

of the dotted eighth followed by a sixteenth and three suc-

cessive quarter notes being most prevalent. The largest

melodic leap, one octave, appears only at cadences and the

tessitura falls between the fundamental and the third partial

although there are excursions higher. No scalar lines appear

and relatively few notes requiring chromatic changes out of

the diatonic scale are written. It would appear that these

pieces would present minor problems to even a novice ser-

pentist.

Beethoven's only use of the serpent is in the Military

March in D (op. 144, June, 1816). The scoring includes two

piccolos, two oboes, clarinet in F (high), three clarinets in

C, B flat bass horn, four horns in D, six trumpets in D, one

trumpet in B flat, one trumpet in G, triangle, cymbals, snare

and bass drums, two bassoons, contrabassoon, tenor and bass

trombones, and serpent. The serpent is scored in concert

pitch with a range of two octaves and one half step, from F

a twelfth below middle c to f sharp a tritone above it. The

tessitura rarely exceeds the third partial. (See Figure 8.

The serpent is located at the bottom of the score.)

91W Nlgolj, I
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Throughout the piece the serpent part doubles, almost

entirely, that of the bass trombone; it is utilized as a

member of the brass family and is used to accentuate the

melodic line and supply a part of the harmony. Beethoven

must have expected great skill, virtuosity, and accuracy from

his serpentist for many sixteenth-note fanfare-like passages

appear at a tempo marked, Marcia Con Brio, 4. The dynamic

range varies from forte (f) to fortissimo (fff) with many

sforzandos (sf) to add accentuation. The serpent must have

exhibited great power for Beethoven to use it as the founda-

tion of the harmony of this large wind ensemble. The serpent

part utilizes nondiatonic half steps between A and G sharp,

and if a serpent in C were used, it would also have to

negotiate chromatic changes for F sharp and C sharp.

In Wagner's Rienzi (1868), the serpent appears in the

large orchestra throughout the entire work. The use of the

instrument in the overture is characteristic of the entire

opera. (See Figure 9.)

The scoring is in concert pitch with a range of an

octave plus a seventh from the B flat two octaves and one

step below middle c to the A flat a third below middle c.

Its tessitura lies generally on the fundamental and first

overtone with many low B flats, necessitating the lipping

down of the pitch from C, the lowest true tone of the instru-

ment. This B flat is a false tone produced by slackening the
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lip pressure. In this fundamental range the instrument has

its best and most resonant sound. The serpent appears to

have three functions in this opera. The first is to support

the double basses, as in the opening section of the overture.

The woodwinds are playing but the serpent line almost exactly

duplicates that of the double basses. Its second function is

as a brass instrument; the serpent doubles the ophicleide in

those sections of sustained harmony. Acting as the contra-

bassoon of the woodwind family is its third and final func-

tion. Wagner's scoring treats the serpent as the lowest

pitched wind member of the orchestra. When the harmony

spreads out, even the ophicleide part rises above that of the

serpent. In only three places does the serpent emerge above

its bass function to play a more melodic line. .In all three

cases the lines ascend in a scale pattern with rhythmic

combinations of quarter notes, dotted quarter notes and

eighth notes. Technically, this piece equals the simplicity

of the Haydn Marches, and is less demanding than the Beethoven

Military March.

In the Meeresstille und Gluckliche Fahrt Overture

(op. 27) and the Overture to the Oratorio Paulus (op. 36)

by Mendelssohn, the serpent is used in a similar fashion.

(See Figure 10. The serpent part is nine staffs from the

top.)

Instrumentation for the Meeresstille Overture consists

of piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two
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bassoons, serpent/contrabassoon, two horns, three trumpets,

timpani, and strings. Instrumentation for the Paulus Over-

ture consists of two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two

bassoons, serpent, two horns, two trumpets, three trombones,

timpani, and strings. In the Meeresstile Overture the line

reads serpent/contrabassoon while in the Paulus Overture it

is marked only serpent. However, in both cases its location

in the score falls directly below the bassoons.

The range extends from E one octave and a sixth below

middle c to the e a third above middle c, and both parts are

in concert pitch. The tessitura lies between the fundamental

and third partial. In the Meeresstille Overture the serpent's

responsibility as the lowest wind instrument is greater

because of the absence of any other instrument in a similar

range. In the Paulus Overture, with the addition of the

three trombones, its burden lessens. Its use in the orchestra

appears as either a bass woodwind instrument (like the

contrabassoon) or as a reinforcement to the double basses but

not as a brass instrument. No line appears more technically

demanding than playing a dotted eighth and sixteenth note

pattern and eighth note scale lines. At these points of

moderate difficulty the parts are duplicated by other instru-

ments, usually the double basses. Therefore, the serpent

only reinforces other lines. However, there exists in the

Meeresstille Overture a section in which the serpent begins

without bassoon reinforcement. At this point (beginning
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measures 89-95, Figure 8) the serpent plays its own melodic

line, which is the only independent part in either piece. It

should again be noted that Mendelssohn probably chose this

instrument because it possessed the lowest tessitura of any

wind instrument in this orchestra.-



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The serpent's ultimate decline, fall and demise can be

attributed to a number of factors. First, its faulty intona-

tion presented a constant problem, and the keys added in the

nineteenth century did not sufficiently correct its tuning

difficulties. Until this time only players with a keen sense

of pitch could play the instrument. With the advent of keys,

intonation was still inaccurate at best. Many less competent

players probably aggravated the instrument's shortcomings.1

Secondly, composers, in an attempt to extend its range

upward (above the eighth partial), composed passages ill-

suited for the serpent. The emergence of valved instruments

with superior tone and intonation doomed the serpent to

extinction. Modern reproductions of the instrument do exist;

however, one must now visit the museum to view the serpent as

well as the dinosaur.

1 R. Morley-Pegge, "Serpent," Grove's Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, Vol. VII, edited by Eric Blom (London, 1954).
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